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THE EXTRAORDINARY JOURNEY,
THE ULTIMATE
IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE
Futuroscope takes visitors on The Extraordinary Journey,
a breathtaking and exclusive gift for its 30th birthday.
HIGH-FLYING TECHNOLOGY
FOR AN UNPRECEDENTED
IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE
INTO THE IMAGE

FLY LIKE A BIRD
IN A DREAM COME TRUE
AT FUTUROSCOPE!

Passengers on The Extraordinary Journey feel they have
become lighter than air as the incredible ride turns them
into bird men with their legs dangling free.
This trip to the edge of make-believe takes them whooshing
by mirages in the Egyptian desert, base jumping from
skyscrapers in futuristic Dubai, weaving between strange
hot air balloons over Yellowstone, and headlong into a
mountain storm.
The Extraordinary Journey is a fantastical attraction
bursting with magic that sends visitors (children from 3’5)
hurtling on a 21st-century around-the-world journey of
adventure based on the exploits of Jules Verne’s famous
hero Phileas Fogg.

The technology behind The Extraordinary Journey was
devised and assembled by Futuroscope, and is unique in
Europe.
It combines:
• A tilting, 84-seat platform
• Onboard wind, mist and odour effects in the seats
• Gigantic, 6,450-ft² curved screen
• 6K film (6000x6000 pixels) showing a mix of 48 real
and CGI images per second
• 12.1 sound system

FUTUROSCOPE, IMMERSIVE
ATTRACTIONS CREATOR

Futuroscope is a storyteller, image and music producer,
technology integrator: an innovator. This new ride takes
Futuroscope’s expertise in the craft of blending thrills and
emotion to a whole new level with a tailor-made, stateof-the-art attraction system. Original and immersive
images build a world that is both realistic and magical as
it takes viewers into the heart of the story. The feeling and
thrill of flying are enhanced by the imaginative content.
The Extraordinary Journey demonstrates that
Futuroscope is both pioneering and true to its trademark
style, as it delivers a 30th-birthday attraction that defines
its promise to immerse visitors in thrilling futurescapes.
The Extraordinary Journey sustains the enjoyment and
stimulates intrigue to generate eager anticipation of the
future.

A WORLD OF FUN IN THE
SPIRIT OF JULES VERNE!

Visitors are immersed in The Extraordinary Journey before
the attraction even begins. The outdoor pre-show presentation
dedicated to Jules Verne gives visitors a selection of fun
experiences that recapture the spirit of childhood.
Jules Verne’s epic journeys on amazing machines to
captivating lands inspired Futuroscope to stage-design
this hands-on waiting area.

Parents can let their children play within view in the various
fun zones leading up to the attraction before the family
makes its way into the show.

For the first time at Futuroscope, the pre-attraction
queue is fully family-oriented.

A GIANT MURAL
EVERYONE CAN
COLOUR-IN
Young visitors, even the smallest, can go
colouring-in crazy with the felt-tips provided
on this 25-ft-long wall of art depicting the
fantastical imaginings of Jules Verne!

THE JOURNEYS
OF JULES VERNE
THROUGH THE EYES
OF CHILDREN
Children and parents can design their own
Jules Verne book covers any way they wish
using the magnetic illustrations.
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FROM IMAGINATION TO REALITY
BECOME THE COVER
STAR OF A JULES VERNE
ADVENTURE

A series of 10 light panels compare technical inventions conjured
up by the mind of Jules Verne in the XIXth century to the real-world
technology that was to follow in this fun insight into the great man’s
visionary genius.

With these giant (6½-ft) book cover stand-outs
of Five Weeks in a Balloon, From the Earth to the
Moon, Twenty Thousand Leagues under the Sea
and Journey to the Centre of the Earth, visitors
can step into the story for a photo souvenir!

JULES VERNE
AND FUTUROSCOPE,
THE SAME DREAMS

150 years after his death, Jules Verne still
inspires dreams. His eloquent body of work
feeds our imaginations because it is universal
and speaks of all matters human. As the
Industrial Revolution was powering full steam
ahead in the XIXth century, Jules Verne drew
inspiration from the scientific progress of
the day to weave science and imagination
together into extraordinary adventures. Today,
Futuroscope is blending innovation and fiction
in the same way to send visitors into immersive
stories.
Jules Verne had imagined helicopters,
submarines, the aqualung, the journey to the
moon, telecommunications, and more, long
before they were made real. Futuroscope is
following in his footsteps by offering visitors
the chance to experience mankind’s greatest
dreams, starting with flying.

THE «MAGIC CARPET»
THEATRE GIVING WINGS
TO THE DREAM OF FLIGHT
1992

The «Magic Carpet» attraction theatre opens its doors and features
an amazing dual system consisting of one giant screen in front and
another underfoot, beneath a glass floor, that make viewers feel they
are floating through the air with the monarch butterflies in the film.

2004

Jacques Perrin and Jacques Cluzaud make the breathtaking
Travellers by Air and by Sea exclusively for this unique theatre.

2016

A new chapter as the theatre is completely redesigned to suspend
viewers in mid-air and send them flying into the heart of the pictures.
The «Magic Carpet» theatre truly lives up to its name, becoming a
flying carpet that whizzes viewers around the world.

WELCOME TO
SKYWORLD AIRLINES!
Follow the guide!

Four pre-show zones gradually immerse visitors into
The Extraordinary Journey, from the main departure hall
to the SkyLoop boarding desk.

1. THE DEPARTURE HALL
Their first step into the attraction theatre takes visitors to
a large departure hall prior to their extraordinary journey
and encloses them in a world built on imagination. The
reception area brings the absurd and the wonderful
together, inspired by the works of M.C. Escher and the
Penrose stairs.
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Various fantastical and alluring doors are gateways
depicting different extraordinary journeys courtesy
of SkyWorld Airlines.
Each new flight shown on the main departure board
produces a new animated effect on the doors.
Where does the next flight go? A hostess announces the
destinations until she makes the call for
The Extraordinary Journey, boarding through Gate 12.

2. THE BRIEFING
Gate 12 for The Extraordinary Journey takes waiting
passengers into the briefing room, where captain Franck
Garrison and chief engineer, ”Extraordinary Journey”
project manager and SkyLoop design manager Irène
Delaunay will present the flight schedule.
Together, the peppy pilot and the rational scientist reveal
the secrets behind the machine that the visitors will be
flying on, how it works and where they are headed… as
they wait for the air shuttle to take them to the boarding
area.

3. THE TRANSFER
BY AIR SHUTTLE

4. THE BOARDING
DESK

Our passengers’ transfer to the SkyLoop launch pad takes
them through Futuroscope’s ’research and innovation’
zone and offers a view of how the park might evolve over
the next 30 years: a departure area and experimental
attractions to take visitors on many more extraordinary
journeys.

After alighting the shuttle, visitors are met by the
SkyWorld crew and given a final safety presentation
before boarding one of the three levels of
the SkyLoop platform.

THE EXTRAORDINARY JOURNEY
AROUND THE WORLD
INDIA:

LONDON

GANGES VALLEY
and THE TAJ MAHAL

FUTUROSCOPE

SUEZ

THE HIMALAYAS

DUBAI
CALCUTTA

EGYPT:
PYRAMIDS OF GIZA
AND THE SAHARA

BOMBAY

6-STAGE FLIGHT PLAN

This dreamlike trip, where reality and magic meet, takes viewers on a
voyage to rediscover the four corners of the globe from the skies, in
a new type of fun-filled, fabulous Extraordinary Journey around, and
above, the world.

1. FUTUROSCOPE FRANCE
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The gentle thrill of the lift-off
sends viewers soaring over
the pools and water features
of Futuroscope. As they pass
through a temporal archway,
the theatres disappear
beneath the sands of the
Sahara.

2. EGYPT

As they seemingly skim over
the hot sands of Giza, the
passengers see one of the
sumptuous wonders of the
world rising before them from
the desert. The mirage begins
to fade… and the SkyLoop
is sucked through another
breach in space-time.

3. DUBAI

A change of scenery! From
the top of the futuristic
city of Dubai, as architects
imagine it to look in 2030,
a group of base jumpers
plummet between
skyscrapers… followed by our
viewers hurtling full-speed
into the void.

Jules Verne’s novel Around the World in 80 Days enters the era
of the Industrial Revolution. New methods of transport (railways,
steamships and propeller-driven ships), telecommunications and
the Suez Canal made the world a smaller place.

YELLOWSTONE
NATIONAL PARK
AND THE GRAND

LONDON

PRISMATIC SPRING

YOKOHAMA

SAN FRANCISCO

ROUTE

"AROUND THE WORLD
IN 80 DAYS"

4. INDIA

The vessel slows down to
glide above the river Ganges.
Bathed in the rays of the
setting sun and fragrant
eastern aromas is the Taj
Mahal, radiating its glorious
beauty before the SkyLoop’s
passengers.

NEW YORK
BACK TO
FUTUROSCOPE

ROUTE OF
"THE EXTRAORDINARY
JOURNEY"

5. HIMALAYAS

The winds over the rocky
peaks of the Himalayas
push the SkyLoop and its
passengers alongside a
flock of migrating cranes to
experience the incredible
thrill of freedom that the
birds feel.

6. YELLOWSTONE

Our travellers weave among
a pageantry of hot-air
balloons glimmering in the
bright blue skies above
Yellowstone National Park,
in Wyoming, before swooping
down towards the Grand
Prismatic Spring.

7. BACK TO
FUTUROSCOPE

The theatre that houses the
SkyLoop launch site opens
to welcome the passengers
back from The Extraordinary
Journey.

UNIQUE IN
EUROPE!

TOP TECHNOLOGY
FOR A BLEND OF THRILLS
AND EMOTION

12,5 M€

invested,
including 3.5 million
from the Vienne
council

A TECHNICAL
TRIUMPH

The angle
the platform
can tilt in
under 12 seconds.

The weight of the
platform,
the same as a
commercial aircraft.

PE

6,458
ft²
The surface area of
the curved screen.
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WHAT A SITE!

20
WORKERS
and 3 months to make,
assemble, test, dismantle
and pack the platform.

10,000
TESTS
FLYING

on the platform
atTHEATER
the factory.

D’EUROPE

3 WEEKS

for the fifteen containers in which
the platform was packed to complete
their own extraordinary journey
by train, ship and lorry
from Vancouver to Futuroscope.

Futuroscope has created a technology-leading attraction
system and fitted the only tilting platform of its kind in Europe,
to deliver an immersive experience that reflects its high
innovative capabilities.
IMAGE AND SOUND
FLYING
THEATER
D’EUROPE

This is the highest
possible image resolution
on a screen this size
(6,000 x 6,000 px).

5 CHRISTIE

VIDEO
PROJECTORS
FLYING

all producing
30,000 lumens,
THEATER
all with
4K
resolution,
D’EUROPE
3 vertical and 2 lateral.

12.1

Immersive sound system.

FLYING
THEATER
D’EUROPE

20 X

FLYING
THEATER
D’EUROPE

20 sound-delivery points
on the three platform levels.

4X

FLYING
THEATER
D’EUROPE

4 X 4 subwoofers and 3
rows of speakers depending
on the platform level.

ATTRACTION CAPACITY

650

/hour

650 passengers/hour on average
will enjoy the journey.

84
PASSENGERS
on each flight, sitting on three
rows of 28 seats.

3’ 5’

is the minimum height to complete a roundthe-world flight.
requirement for the ride.

FLYING

UNLEASHING MYRIAD SENSES
IN THE ARTISTIC DIMENSION
Because Futuroscope assembles its own attractions, we
can develop new content and provide unprecedented
experiences tailored to our visitors.
The Made in Futuroscope signature is a high-value identity
generating new emotions and original thrills.

MORE BEAUTY IN THE IMAGE
The creative focus of The Extraordinary Journey takes
its inspiration from the Magic Realism movement. At its
peak in the 1960s in South America, with writers such as
Julio Cortázar and Gabriel García Marquez, the movement
intimately wove the marvellous into the fabric of the real
world to portray a reality transfigured by magic.
From the outset, director Nicolas Deveaux’s artistic goal
was to create a spectacular and fun film. In it, he offers up

Eyes peeled!

a personal vision of familiar locations we think we know,
with an unexpected twist through the added graphics and
dreamlike elements.
The Extraordinary Journey conveys a magical and merry
dimension, placing it among the marvellous adventures
dreamt up by Jules Verne, and in which the natural and
supernatural exist as one and fill reality with wonder.

The film of The Extraordinary Journey
contains a number of references
to Jules Verne, including the Moon
immortalised by Méliès, the elephants
from The Steam House, the octopus
from 20,000 Leagues under the Sea.
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MORE CREATIVE CONTENT

SPOTLIGHT ON THE DIRECTOR

The major challenge for Futuroscope in The Extraordinary
Journey was to create its own artistic CGI content. The
Cube Creative production company was chosen to work
with Futuroscope’s creative teams to develop a magiccoated, 21st-century world tour from scratch, based
on the route devised by Jules Verne for Around the World
in 80 Days. Cube Creative is the 2D and 3D animation
company behind the idents for the France 3 television
channel. The company has enlisted the services of the
next generation of French animation talent, and with them
won a number of awards including the Kid Screen award in
New York for «Kaeloo», the «Best of» award from Siggraph
Asia, and the Promax Award for its France 3 ident.

Nicolas Deveaux is a graduate
of the Supinfocom school of
communication who creates
his cinematographic world
from a fun blend that merges
the animal kingdom with 3D
animation. His works include
the short film «7 tonnes 2», the
idents for the France 3 television
channel, and the «Wintertale»
Christmas film for Cartier.

MORE THRILL-DRIVEN
WONDER

SMELLS

The platform’s onboard effects that enhance the
viewer’s experience throughout the ride add to the impact
of the images and crank up the thrill of being immersed in
the landscapes.
The wind whips up the sand dunes, the fog creeps over
the peaks of the Himalayas, and the soothing fragrance of
patchouli wafts over the banks of the Ganges. This journey
around the world is also a journey of the senses.

MIZZLE/RAIN

WIND

MORE MUSIC-DRIVEN EMOTION
SPOTLIGHT ON THE COMPOSER

The original soundtrack and music to The Extraordinary
Journey were composed especially for the attraction
by Franck Marchal and recorded in a studio by the 44
musicians of the Paul Rouger symphony orchestra.
Sound design was used to add real sounds to the music,
enhancing the realistic feel and heightening the viewers’
thrill experience.

Franck Marchal is a producer,
renowned composer, sound
designer, and the name behind
many scores for commercials,
films, television and museum
displays. He is a graduate of the
Paris Conservatoire, the founder
of the Paris Jazz Festival and the
director of the Comptoir du Son
audio production company.

CREATING A
TAILOR-MADE ATTRACTION

The teams at Futuroscope opted for a technological mix
unlike any other in Europe, and had a flight simulator
platform built to measure from a prototype.

DESIGNING THE PROJECT
FROM THE GROUND UP

RETHINKING THE INTERIOR
ARCHITECTURE

The Extraordinary Journey is the product of many years
research into trends and innovations around the globe.
The project engineering teams then devoted three years
to feasibility studies, design drawings, specifications, etc.

The current building needed to be redesigned from
scratch in order to integrate the new themed areas. The
vast glass floor held up by metal beams was lifted out
through the roof by a 60-metre crane. A special lifting
system then had to be built in order to install the tilting
platform in the 28-metre pit. Finally, the screen was built
and fitted on-site in three months.

The creative teams spent this time creating the storyline,
running through each step of the visitor experience from
the moment they join the queue to when they exit the
attraction. Finally, 18 months of extensive building work lay
ahead for the many construction and technical workers
before the «operations» teams could carry out a series of
audience tests.

Watch the making-of the attraction at :
.com/futuroscope
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INSTALLING THE ONLY
TECHNOLOGICAL SYSTEM
OF ITS KIND IN EUROPE
Once the dream was in our minds, the teams at Futuroscope
had to find the right technological system and have it built.
The challenge was taken up by the Canadian company
Dynamic Structures, which specialises in complex steel
structures and has forged a worldwide reputation for
building space observatories and installing a large number
of attractions in the biggest theme parks in America and
around the world.

PRESS CONTACT
Emmanuelle OUAIRY

00 33 5 49 49 22 62
eouairy@futuroscope.fr

@Futuroscope_EN
friends of Futuroscope
instagram.com/futuroscope
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